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In "Archaic Roman Religion," Dumezil seeks to address the topic of early Roman religion. Roman religion, as Jaan Puhvel points out (in Comparative Mythology) is traditionally one of the three pillars of comparative Indo-European studies, along with Indian and Germanic material. While Volume 1 spends a lot of time trying to go through the Old Capitoline Triad as representative of Dumezil's three function theory (a theory which I personally Archiic Roman Religion. By Romanstudent19, June 8, 2007 in Templum Romae - Temple of Rome. Recommended Posts. I was just wondering, would you recommend the book 'Archaic Roman Religion' by George Dumezil, I've seen it recommended on some sites and I was just wondering if it was a good book on the Roman religion and beliefs. Thanks for any help (also, feel free to leave any other suggestions if you want). Share this post. Roman Religion and Beliefs. The Romans and the religions of Britain. When the Romans invaded Britain in 43 AD, they found a country whose religion was based on local stories, superstitions and beliefs with no real order on consistency amongst the individual tribes. The temple would not have been just a religious place, but also a center for many public ceremonies that would have been held in full view of the oversized statue of Claudius. The structure of religion in Roman Britain.